
3. 
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economic costs, since firms exposed to it may be unwilling to invest in 
training their employees. 

ment contracts to prevent e 

a manner as t 

station’ sckmez 

the practice of assignin 

products which he develops. 
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time. 

n with the firm 

By date 1, hired research workers have acquired subs 
information about their inside project - this info 

design techniques, Future research 
a researcher ch to, he can leave the firm at this 

the inside project on his - behavior which we call 
use, if he does leave at this 

time, and later successfully deve products, he will possess full ownershi 
e firm cannot enforce patents 

i a !ates date, 

, the project is co e 

‘The formal model we describe in this section applies more literally to the W&D case 
discussed above than it does to the client connections problem. However, with slight 
modifications in interpretation, the basic points carry over to the latter. 
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asspIII1e that when a single individual or firm possesses exclusive ownership 

are less attractive. 

g workers so that they can pursue 

tside the firm. Ex-post, 

can 
s is r, 

by assuming that a bad signal irPBIcz:rz 
5 is Se%% to the s 
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Redundancy discourages opportunism use employees who leave at 
date 1 face the possibility that someone else in the firm is also working on 
the same project. When the project does turn out to be redundant, which 

3it is possible to rule out such fines endogenously. if the courts cannot distinguish whether 
departing workers leave to pursue their inside or outside project, any fines would have to be 
applied to aI workers who leave the firm. Such fines would discourage opportunism, but would 
also deter bad signal workers from leaving to pursue their outside opportunities. Since the firm 
wdb then have to compensate such bad signal workers, fmes would impose an efficiency cost. 
If z is relatively large, or g, the probability of a good signal is small, such costs are large and 
firms will prefer not to use fines even if they have the optizur to do so. In a separate appendix 
(available on request) we have cxpiicitly dcuhd the regimes under which fines will or will not 
be imposed under certain simplifying assumptions. 

41n the client connections case, q can be thought of as a deterministic measure of Gt: c~itai to 
which there is overlap in partner-client relations, or, in a hierarchical setting, of supervisor 
contact with clients. The more ove:‘lap (lower q), the less likely it is that a client will follow a 
partner out of the fires Q is then the realization of whet er or not a client actually fc%~ws a 
de 

!? 
arting partner. 
We are abstracting from situations in whicn some tedur&auir=y is actually beneficial to 

production. This would occur when research workers’ results are not perfectly correlated - so 
that increasing the number of workers increases the chances of a sucxxssful outcome. 
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ors receive when marketing indenti 
e advantage of this fact by m 

ng worker rents down faste 
constraint (I’), there is a 

redundancy to try to lower workers’ ex 
ensure them&v 

opportunities. 
can examine the firm’s c 

of ity functions U(X) 2=x”, 
fomula (substituting (2) in t 

ition tells us, this 

t with equality at the 

ring for good sig 
ts are successjbl earn more than th 
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1 effect of enwuraging bad signal 
es, it also has two negative aspects: 

first, there is the direct cost of bonus payments, and second, there is the 
detrimental effect of encouraging opportunism by good signal workers, since 
any exit bonus must be paid to all workers who leave the firm. This second 
part of the trade-off is illustrated in a comparison ts (2) and (3) - 
it can be seen that increases in b looser the latter, the former. As 
it turns out (see the Appendix for a proof), the tightening of the opportunis 
constraint (2) is always more significant in m than the loosening 
(3), so that even under asymmetric informatio onus is never used. 

final result is that redundancy is 
in ation than under symmetric information. 
bonus is zero allows us to calculate the optimal q under asymmetric 
information as 
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From (Al!), the second term is also negative. Therefore, to show that 
d(profits)/db is negative, it is suffkient to show that dwJdb is positive. 
fact, 

Therefore, db equals 

is positive for all q and for all b. s demonstrates 49s 

nts (A.@ and (A. 
maxi tion of 

4 ‘-‘(4)+u-P)2/p, 

which is the result presented in the text as eq. (7). 
at the corner z/p), qz is also at the comer 

n, information costs, and economic 

., 1979, Transaction-cost economics: The 
relations, Journal of Law and Economics 22,3-61 


